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MobiFinder: Mobile Application to Find the Best Mode of Local Transport Pooja Srinath Email [email protected] Mohan Kumar A.S. Email [email protected] Vinod D.S. Email [email protected]



Abstract During the last ten years, technology and access to information has changed the lives of many people. PDAs and even mobile phones are getting smaller with more and more processing power, wireless networks and getting bigger, faster and cheaper. We can access information easily from current location. We present the steps taken to create an user interface and helping the user to get directions at his finger tips in an unknown destination, along with practical installation and help information. The system will allow a quality service for the clients in vicinity, giving them precise information about their preferences thus offering a personalized service, enhancing their service. Our mobile application allows the user to know the distances, fares and shortest distance to the destination by providing stepwise description of directions as soon as the user enters the source and destination points, provided users cell phone has General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) connectivity. Index Terms MobiFinder, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Shortest distance, Fare Calculation.



I. I NTRODUCTION MobiFinder is a mobile application developed to enables the users to know the shortest distance and minimal fare to a destination from a given place. The user need not worry of asking strangers for directions or blindly believing on transport operator, whether the transport operator is taking user in a proper route or the fare charged is minimal. Our application also has a facility where advertisements are displayed describing the best hostels, best mode of transports, tourists destinations etc. To locate a mobile phone is to pin point its latitude and longitude [1]. For some of the countries location can be tracked in the form of map search by popular map sites such as google maps and yahoo maps. Each mobile uses a separate, temporary radio channel to talk to the cell site [2]. As mobile user travels from cell to cell, their conversations are handed off between cells to maintain seamless service. Hence it is possible to trace the exact location of the mobile user. This requires the geographical and spatial database from map sites and a software that keeps track of the mobile at regular intervals. Rahul Katarya and others [6] developed an application that effectively detect geographic location from web resources using mobile. The growing popularity of online mapping services such as google maps and yahoo maps has led to the interest in responding in real time queries such as finding the shortest Mailing Address Department of Information Science and Engineering, Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering, Manasagangothri, Mysore-570006, Karnataka, India. Telephone +91-821-2548285-2345 Fax +91-821-2548290 Paper Reference Number: PN-9
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Fig. 1.



Basic scenario, showing consumer and information provider



routes between two locations along a spatial network. To obtain the results in real time it is required to use conventional algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [3]. In particular given a source vertex and a connected graph Dijkstra’s algorithm finds the shortest path to every vertex in the network where the paths are reported in the order of increasing distance from source vertex. Hanan and others [4] [5] reported a method of obtaining the k nearest neighbours in the spatial network in a best manner using network distance. We have developed an application for the scenario where a person enters a new city and wants to figure out the best ways to travel. Each time carrying a mess of unfolded maps is a tedious job. Instead mobile phones that are enabled with GPRS connectivity through which internet can be accessed will ease the task. Hence the application of online services that provides point to point driving directions will be of great help. Our application helps to figure out the exact information required to reach the point of destination in minimal time with least cost. MobiFinder application provides details of transport operators within a city, the charges applied to travel, and also stepwise direction details with exact distances. Hence MobiFinder is a platform independent extensible mobile application that enables a user to figure out the best mode of local transport.



II. M OBI F INDER : A B USINESS A PPLICATION In this section we discuss the basic scenario and functioning of MobiFinder application. The user is assumed to have no prior information about the city he has arrived. Source is the present location of the user and destination is where the user intends to travel. Here the user enters the details of source and destination, he intends to travel onto the MobiFinder application. MobiFinder application requires a GPRS enabled device or mobile phone. The user’s request is forwarded to information provider (the web server). The information provider maintains the geographic and spatial database of all the different locations. The web server applications receives the request and provides the necessary service. The shortest path between source and destination is found and the minimum travel fare is calculated and sent back to user. Figure 1 shows the overall flow of information between the user and information provider. The web server is online mapping service and every request made is fetched from database and is responded accordingly. Figure 2 shows the information provider or web server. Database of different locations, paths and distance is maintained by the information provider. The information provider is a web application that also maintains the details of transport provider. Facility is also provided for the
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Fig. 2.



Basic scenario, showing information provider maintaining database



advertisers to post their advertisements that is later displayed on the MobiFinder application on cell phones. Web application for transport providers and advertisers is made intuitive and secure to provide information. MobiFinder application on the cell phone is platform independent. It does not require a generic web browser on cell phone. Hence a large class of low-end cell phones can use our application. MobiFinder application consumes minimal resources on the cell phone and has intuitive controls hence it is easy to use. The protocol and the message payloads used between cell phone and web server is platform independent and language independent. This allows mobile applications to be written in different languages and on different hardware platforms.



III. F UNCTIONING



OF



M OBI F INDER



The overall perspective of MobiFinder application is shown in figure 3. The MobiFinder application requires mobile client, HTTP, apache server, database and direction webserver. The details are as given below: 1) A mobile client is an application or system that accesses a remote service on another computer system or server, through a network. 2) HTTP is a request/response standard of a client and a server. A client is the end-user and the server is the web site. The client makes an HTTP request using a web browser or other end user tool such as mobile phone; referred to as an user agent. The responding server which stores or creates resources such as HTML files and images is called the origin server. 3) Apache Server is primarily used to serve both static content and dynamic web pages on the World Wide Web. Many web applications are designed expecting the environment and features that Apache provides. A user who has Apache installed on their desktop can put arbitrary files in Apache’s document root which can then be shared. 4) Database relies on software to organize the storage of data. This software is known as a database management system (DBMS). Our application includes two databases; one a local database and second a web server database. 5) Direction Web server is a computer program that is responsible for accepting HTTP requests from clients (user agents such as mobile clients), and serving them HTTP responses along with optional data contents, which usually are web pages such as HTML documents, PHP scripts and linked objects (images, text etc.).
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Fig. 3.



Product perspective of MobiFinder



The overall functioning of the MobiFinder application is summarized as flow chart in figure 4. The basic functioning is summarized as below: 1) Launch the application in the mobile phone. 2) Client checks whether the GPRS is enabled or not. By checking the configurations on the mobile phone. 3) Client enters the source and destination details in the corresponding fields of the application. 4) Client tries to establish the connection to the server through HTTP protocol by sending the corresponding requests. 5) The Apache server builds the corresponding requests to the direction web server and retrieves the useful information. 6) The retrieved information is redirected to the client as the response which includes distance, fare, mode of transport, surcharges, total time and advertisement details. 7) Again the client redirects another set of information including stepwise description of direction details. 8) Client releases the connectivity with the server. 9) Closing the application. IV. C ONCLUSION Mobile phones have proliferated to such an extent into our lives that anybody, with the help of GPRS connectivity one can reach out to the world . This wonderful technology has resulted in many revolutions in the recent past. The Mobile devices are creating a platform where numerous technologies can meet and create applications that are useful for both consumers and businesses across the globe. One such application which we hope will be of great help to consumers is MobiFinder. Our application will allow the common man to stay independent and reach the destination in a foreign place without asking for any local guidance in that place. This helps in providing the best and the shortest route between a persons location and her intended destination. Effort has been made to ensure that this technology can run on low cost devices consuming minimal battery power and other hardware resources. Hence, we believe that MobiFinder will be widely accepted and used, helping a lot of people alleviate their troubles when looking for directions.
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Fig. 4.



Flow chart showing the functioning of MobiFinder



The benefits of using our application in improving the business and utility for various business consumers is listed below: 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8) 9)



The details of a particular, store or shop can be showcased in the application. Good numbers of consumers (foreign nationals) visit the city. Real time data obtained in a short time. Reliability of service. Opportunity for a 2-way communication and feedback. Fast and streamlined redemption and settlement process with elimination of maps. Reduction of fraud (caused by local service providers). Reduce the time at the checkout. Stronger relationships with business partners and consumers.
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